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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to design a selfexplanation prompts or help element in iFractions educational
game software. The self-explanation prompts was developed
using the cartoon concept. In the previous research students who
used the self-explanation prompts showed significantly better
achievements. Students who used iFractions with selfexplanation prompts found that it has helped them make the
fractions abstract concept concrete and facilitate the proper
construction of fractions schema. Therefore, the design of any
educational software must be constructive in parallel with the
combination of scaffolding element which is the self- explanation
prompts.
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However, MyCD did not provide scaffolding elements or
help to students to assist low ability students to construct
fractions schema. According to Adams and Clark (2014),
the current education world still has no clear principles for
designing an effective educational game for students.
Helping students learn new information is very important
especially for low ability students. There are various
methods to achieve this goal but not all methods are proven
effective. One of the methods is the explanation approach,
that is the self-explanation prompts (Durkin, 2011).
According to Killingsworth and Clark (2015), selfexplanation prompts is a very effective approach to enhance
learning in educational game software. This statement is
supported by O’Neil et. al. (2014), where the selfexplanation prompts is a very effective teaching method to
help in strengthening the learning schema.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fractions is a very difficult topic for school children
(Gabriel et.al., 2013; Forgues, Tian and Siegler 2015; Tian
and Siegler 2016;Emily Sharp and Dennis, 2017). This
occurs since students cannot construct a proper fractions
schema due to the confusion that arises when learning the
topic of Round Numbers. Hence, previous researchers have
developed various teaching aids to solve problems that arose
in learning fractions. One of the teaching aids developed by
previous researchers was an educational software in the
form of games and non-games. However, the software
developed had many weaknesses in terms of assistance to
low ability students. MdSalleh and Napiah (2010) have
developed afractions educational software to improve
students’ performance in fractions. However, this software
was not flexible for students with different levels of ability
because the help element was not available.
Wan Fatimah and NurulHidayah (2010) have also
developed the fractions educational game software that
contained tutorials on fractions. The help element was also
not provided in this software. The Ministry of Education
Malaysia(MOE) has also distributed the educational
software, that is the MyCD course software for Year 1 to
Year 4 students; containing text, animation, audio, video,
interactive activities and interactive tests to support and
enhance text book contents (Muhammad, 2009).
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II. SELF-EXPLANATIONPROMPTS
The self-explanation prompts is defined as generating
self-explanations in order to understand the information
learned (Johnson, Loehr and Durkin, 2017; Chi, 2000).
According to Chi, Olfman and Berger (2017), selfexplanation is an effective metacognitive strategy that can
help students develop deeper understanding since the selfexplanation prompts emphasises on production of
conclusions to bridge the information gap in learning
materials (Sernlai, Spottl and Straka, 2011) and can be used
to support multimedia learning (Lijia Lin et. al,2014).
Studies show that students who are often motivated to
carry out self-explanation related to learning materials
perform better than students who are not motivated to do
self-explanation (Chi, Olfman and Berger, 2017; RittleJohnson and Loehr, 2016; Mayer, Dow and Mayer, 2003;
Wong, Lawson, and Keeves, 2002). Most students do not do
self-explanation spontaneously but begin to self-explain
when guided (Bielaczyc, Pirolli, and Brown, 1995) or when
motivated to do so (Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, and LaVancher,
1994).
According to Rittle- Johnson (2006), students who are not
motivated to do self- explanation will return to using their
wrong procedure or understanding. Self-explanation
prompts can be carried out through ‘thinking-aloud’
(talking) or covertly (thinking). According to Roy and Chi
(2005), Chi et al. (1989) and Nokes, Hausmann and Van
Lehn (2011), self- explanation prompts can play a role in
two forms, that is generating conclusions to fill up the
missing information (gap-filling) and the mental-model
revision.
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Gap-filling is designed to fill in the information gap in
such learning while mental-model revision is the driving
force that focuses on students to review their existing
knowledge. Studies done by Lijia Lin et. al (2014) found
that self-explanation prompt can improve students’
performance while reducing the students’ cognitive burden.
This statement is supported by O’Neil et. al. (2014) where
he found that self-explanation prompt could help students in
the process of playing educational software games.
CartoonConcept
One of the techniques to create self-explanation prompts
is by using cartoon concept which it is used as a stimulus to
questions, triggers discussion and generate scientific
thinking by assessing existing students' knowledge of
certain concept including competing views or explanations
of certain phenomena (Long danMarson, 2003; Song, Heo,
KrumenakerdanTippins, 2008). Cartoon concept has
features such as visual representation of scientific ideas,
minimal texts in the form of dialogue, alternative views in
every situation, scientific ideas are applied in everyday
situations and accepted scientific views and alternative
views will be added together (Keogh dan Naylor, 1999).
Cartoon concept is very effective in student learning
where it involved students in scientific dialogue to explore
scientific concepts (Song, Heo, KrumenakerdanTippins,
2008; Sexton, Gervasonidan Brandenburg, 2009). Student
are required to consider the views expressed and determine
the views they support and why they support such views
(Keogh dan Naylor, 2000).
Cartoon concept involves students in discussion by
presenting some alternative views by cartoon characters in
which this will cause a debate among students. The
alternative views provided include acceptable scientific
ideas and the common misconceptions that students have in
daily learning. The debate arises when students oppose ideas
and disagree with the views given by the cartoon characters
(Chin danTeou, 2009). Through cartoon debates and
alternatives
views,existingstudentsknowledgewillbecombinedwithnewkn
owledgetoreconstructtheirincorrect learning scheme and
facilitate the formation of mental models. When a student
has a strong mental model, this can help to improve student
achievement. An example of cartoon concept design is
shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Example of cartoon concept
Development of Self-Explanation Prompts in iFractions
Self-explanation prompts in iFractions are designed using
cartoon concept. The cartoon concept applied the use of a
bunch of cartoon characters that dialogue through the use of
minimal texts (Sexton, Gervasoni& Brandenburg, 2009).
The self-explanation prompts that were developed in
iFractions consists of meta-cognitive self explanation
prompt and justification prompts which are based on three
types that is teacher, friends and facebook as in Figure 2.
Facebook Friend Teachers

Fig. 2Self-explanation prompts button in iFractions
Examples of cartoon concepts used in iFractions
development are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Cartoon concept that applied in the development of metacognitive and justification self-explanation prompts involve
cartoon characters that are currently discussing about
fraction comparison problem that consist of correct and
incorrect views and solutions.
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These cartoon characters arouse debates and arguments
among students if they have conflicting ideas and disagree
with their views (Chin danTeou, 2009). Students existing
views and concepts will be adapted to the new knowledge
received from the debate. Restructuring of the concepts will
occur if the student existing concept is wrong or
unacceptable until the students can form the correct fraction
scheme.
III. CONCLUSION
Self-explanation prompts is effective especially for low
ability students in improving their fractions achievements.
The iFractions educational game software can trigger selfexplanation among students as a software environment that
encourages and assist students to begin their own selfexplanation process among themselves. This is because
according to Bielaczyc, Pirolli, and Brown, (1995), most
students do not begin the self-explanation process
spontaneously unless they are assisted to begin the process
of self-explanation or are encouraged to do so (Chi,
DeLeeuw, Chiu, &laVancher, 1994). Due to the weak
existing knowledge of students, self- explanation prompts
helps activate existing knowledge of students by creating a
phenomenon that can trigger conceptual conflicts through
different perceptions (Clark, 2008). Different perceptions
can create dissatisfaction with the old concept existing in the
cognitive structure. In accommodating this, students will
alter the concept of inaccuracy with the new phenomenon
encountered. The self-explanation prompts developed in this
game software helps studentsinconstructing the correct
fractions schema by creating perceptions different from the
students’ perceptions.

Fig. 3Self-explanation prompt (teacher) iniFractions
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Fig. 4 Self-explanation prompt (friends) iniFractions
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